TCR BRINGS FLEXIBLE EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS TO METALFORMING MANUFACTURERS

Wisconsin Rapids, WI—(July 17, 2008) TCR Inc., a total turnkey provider for the metalforming industry, is helping stampers offset rising material costs and increase profits with flexible, fully integrated equipment solutions. TCR is able to engineer and integrate a new production system or upgrade existing equipment while minimizing start-up problems.

TCR’s lines include AIDA mechanical stamping presses; Link Systems press controls and guarding; Coe Press Equipment Corporation processing and feeding systems; hydraulic presses; die lubricant application; scrap removal and material handling; monitoring and safety devices.

By first understanding stampers’ current production commitments and future production needs TCR is able to help stampers identify and choose the most profitable stamping system solution. TCR technicians then provide OEM authorized installation and service including complete system integration, conduct on-site training in operation and safety procedures and provide support long after the equipment is installed.

TCR’s service department is staffed with skilled electronic technicians and mechanical service associates able to provide timely support by phone or in person. In addition, TCR provides a
number of other services to its customers. These include confidential OSHA compliance and safety surveys of pressrooms; implementation of die protection programs; quick die change; operator equipment and safety training; electrical and light mechanical maintenance on presses and feedlines on an emergency call basis and scheduled preventive maintenance programs.

For more information contact TCR at 1-800-676-2240 or email info@tcr-inc.com.

TCR Integrated Stamping Systems continues to break new ground as a turnkey provider and systems integrator for the metalforming industry. Helping customers make the right equipment and technology choices is only part of the unique package that sets TCR apart from other capital equipment providers. By first understanding its customer’s goals, the TCR team is able to provide the most profitable stamping system solution. TCR technicians then install and integrate the equipment, conduct on-site training in operation and safety procedures and provide support long after the equipment is installed. TCR’s lines include mechanical and hydraulic presses, press controls, guarding, die protection and tonnage monitoring, feedline equipment, die components and other production equipment. Flexible and innovative, TCR’s high quality standards and select team of associates combine to provide manufacturers with the integrated solutions they need today for the marketplace of tomorrow.
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